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MORE 
DIALOGUE 
FOR 
BETTER 
SOLUTIONS

We understand you because we listen to you. Ideas for your logistics requirements evolve best when we put our heads with our customers.

SYSTEM SUPPLIERS ON EQUAL FOOTING
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AQS Logistic Systems is the somewhat different supplier of system components and 
comprehensive solutions for internal material and goods flow. Since our company was 
established, we stand out from the competition by being in direct proximity to our custom-
ers. We have more than 20 years of experience on the market, meaning we know what the 
special needs of intralogistics are. We understand you because we listen to you. But that’s 
not all. We apply our encyclopaedic knowledge to maintain a close dialogue with resellers 
and general contractors. That’s why we can track down the best solution for our customer’s 
logistics needs. AQS is more than just a supplier. We give intralogistics a face. 

Our cutting edge solutions tap into new realms of possibilities. We started off with the AQS 
roller track back in 1992 and it has been setting the standard on the market ever since. 
Its most impressive characteristics are its sturdiness, long-life and outstanding running 
qualities. And don’t forget that the AQS brake rollers for cartons and containers are still 
unique in their weight class. It only became possible to use sorter channels and target lines 
– long inclined sections with major inclination - so economically. This is how we increase 
the efficiency and speed of your systems while driving down your operating expenditures. 
And the force of gravity makes all of that possible since AQS products don’t require motors. 
It’s our ideas that drive our success.

AQS – ENGINE OF IDEAS

AQS LOGISTIC SYSTEMS

OUR PRODUCTS ENCOMPASS:

• container for live storage systems
• pallet gravity conveyor systems
• pushback trolley systems
• trays

SYSTEM SUPPLIERS 
ON EQUAL FOOTING

AQS SOLUTIONS AT A GLANCE: 

• automation of order picking
• very long flows
• containers with various weights
• reliably mastering sorter channels 
•  using separators for removing goods 

without dynamic pressure
• beverage flow channels
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Dialogue

Design

Analysis

Production

Strategy

Supply & 
Assembly Service

The cornerstone of our success is being in direct proximity to our customers. A feeling of 
trust, openness and respect are essential to this proximity. Then we guide you along the 
process chain from the idea right down to servicing the finished plant. We listen to what 
you have to say and give you expert consultation. This in turn generates an open-ended 
dialogue to join forces for the best solution to your needs. 

We understand you because we listen to you. 

Our customers’ needs vary just as much as the people who stand behind them. Each and 
every project brings new challenges that we join forces to master it. We don’t have any out-
of-the-box solutions. We analyse each detail of your needs. We weigh one off against the 
other and make our assessment based on our many years of experience. This is how we 
find just the right idea for every challenge. In other words, launching our strategies is not 
just a question of feasibility. It is weighing off every option. That’s what makes our products 
just plain good. After all, efficiency doesn’t need a motor.

THE AQS-PRINCIPLE:

IT’S THE IDEA 
THAT MAKES 
THE DIFFERENCE 

We focus ideas into solutions. 

At AQS, development means translating ideas into solutions. You can rely on that. We com-
plete your orders at a production depth of greater than 85%. That’s just about unique in 
our industry. We have state-of-the-art machinery that guarantees the needed flexibility and 
handling speed at the optimum price-performance ratio. But that’s not all. Our employees 
have as much as 30 years of experience in their special areas. That enables us to manu-
facture all of our products in accordance with your needs, including the maximum precision 
that’s essential with automated systems.

You can rely on AQS. We deliver right on time and we lend a hand wherever it’s needed. 
That’s why semi- and fully automatic processing systems mesh flawlessly. AQS’s products 
fit perfectly, even as components of larger logistics systems. By the way, maintenance is 
always followed by servicing. We support our customers even after handing over the plant 
because this is where real service begins for us. It doesn’t matter whether we’re talking 
about supplying spare parts, service or repair. All you have to do is give us a call and we’re 
there on the double.

AQS stays.

Our workflow is premised upon being 
in the customers’ immediate proximity. 
This is the only way we can translate 
your individual needs into a tailor-made 
strategy.

THE AQS-PRINCIPLE
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With large stock we can avoid shortages, and reliably meet delivery dates

Further processing takes place in our own state of the art machinery from a single source

We only use raw materials of highest quality for our products and System components

YOUR PROJECT IN SAFE HANDS

With an in-house production depth of over 85% we can offer customers unique
flexibility and reactivity
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DO YOU 
HAVE 
SPECIAL 
LOGISTICS 
NEEDS?

AQS PRODUCTS AND SYS-
TEM COMPONENTS – YOU 
CAN BE SURE THEY’RE THE 
BEST SOLUTION.

PAGE 8

Flexible design can be individually adapt-
ed to your needs and extremely robust. 
DLR from AQS: order picking made easy. 
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ORDER PICKING LIVE 
STORAGE SYSTEMS
FOR CARTONS AND CONTAINERS 

Our flexible AQS pallet gravity conveyors 
save you time and space while making 
more efficient transport routes possible. 

Page 38

PALLET GRAVITY CONVEYORS  
LENGTHWISE AND CROSSWISE 
TRANSPORT IN PALLETS

This is the economical and technical 
alternative to the gravity conveyor, espe-
cially for cross-stored pallets. It’s safe and 
easy to store pallets on a horizontal level, 
even in deep-freeze.

Page 48

PUSHBACK TROLLEY-SYSTEMS 
FOR PALLET STORAGE ON THE 
LIFO PRINCIPLE

Custom-made trays and other long con-
tainers for every requirement. AQS trays 
are sturdy, flexible, especially economical 
and can be handled flexibly.

Page 52

TRAYS 
THE PERFECT LOAD CARRIER IN 
YOUR AUTOMATIC WAREHOUSE
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ORDER PICKING 
LIVE STORAGE 
SYSTEMS
FOR CARTONS AND 
CONTAINERS

Setting up order picking systems is where we do the most work 
and it is only matched by our knowledge of the special require-
ments made of semi- and fully automatic order picking systems. 
After all, efficient order picking calls for a high level of coordina-
tion and guidance including an efficient warehousing and goods 
provision system. AQS solutions meet all of the conditions needed 
for economical warehousing. What is batched and how it is 
batched has a major impact on each of the system components of 
order picking systems. We can break down these articles in terms 
of inventory flow and handling:

A - article with a high level of turnover (fast-moving item),
B - article with normal turnover (medium moving item) and
C - article with slight turnover (slow moving item).

We differentiate the following depending upon the order picking 
method:

• static provision (man to goods),
• dynamic provision (goods to man) and
• automatic provision

Problem-oriented developments and precision-crafted solutions are 
in demand for wherever it is necessary to access various types of 
containers fast and trouble-free, be it storing pallets, wire mesh con-
tainers and small containers or picking fast-moving consumer goods. 

We build logistic systems you can rely on.

Especially live storage systems have established themselves in 
intralogistics because good can be provided more flexibly, more 
efficiently and more cost-effectively. That means that live storage 
systems are just the right solution particularly for picking B- (and 
to a certain extent also) A-articles. 

Live storage systems and how you benefit: 

• storing with the FIFO principle (first in-first out)
•  easy access with clearly structured and space-saving 

arrangements of a large number of articles 
• reducing work ways and order picking times
•  workers do not obstruct one another because of sepa-

rate refill and order picking movements
• order pickers to do have to worry about replenishment
•  articles run independent of the order picking side due 

to gravity, and
• extremely high storage density

Altogether, this adds up to enhanced order picking output at a re-
duced failure rate.

ORDER PICKING LIVE STORAGE SYSTEMS
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•  extremely lightweight and robust design 
for use in workshops

• can be adapted with just a few steps
• sturdy screwed/plug-type connections
•  two standard live storage frame types 

(combined and heavy-weight) are availa-
ble at as much as 3.00 kg/square meter

•  you can adapt the number of live stor-
age frames to the warehouse goods  
(20 mm of adjustment grids for height 
and inclination)

•  you can choose any bay widths or flow 
depths 

•  individual formation of the shelf front 
(such as a order picking front) 

•  extremely sturdy roller tracks with excel-
lent rollers running qualities 

•  easy to integrate individual driven con-
veyor support

•   it can integrate the live storage frame into 
all conventional pallet shelves

•   multi-level order picking systems with 
intermediate platforms including other 
shelf types

•  extremely long flow depths of as much 
as 20 meters available, and

• numerous accessories at your request 

SUPPORT FRAME SYSTEM · PAGE 19

DIVIDERS · PAGE 18

ROLLER TRACKS · PAGE 20

LIVE STORAGE FRAME · PAGE 16

BRAKE ROLLERS · PAGE 33

SCANNING RAILS · PAGE 17

BRAKE SHOES · PAGE 21

ORDER PICKING SHELVES 

HANDLES · PAGE 17

FRAME CARRIERS · PAGE 19

CONVEYOR SUPPORT CONSOLES · PAGE 17

STEPS · PAGE 17

ORDER PICKING LIVE STORAGE SYSTEMS

AQS-ORDER PICKING LIVE STORAGE SYSTEMS 
HOW YOU BENEFIT:
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• can be easily installed at low cost
•  individual formation and using the entire shelf front for article provision

• safe working in the order picking tunnel
• optimum surface and height utilisation
• short replenishment distances with the dynamic pallet buffer (live storage system)

• using the entire shelf front for the range of articles
• excellent productivity with conveyor support (for carrying the order picking container)
• no time lost from rotating or turning, and
• ergonomic order picking with a custom-formed order picking front

•  fast and regular availability of the order picking goods with automatic charging
• connected to a data processing system for regular stock control 
• optimum shop height utilisation

• ergonomic order picking with a custom-formed order picking front on the shelf front
• easy to guide order picking containers with front non-driven gravity conveyors
•  automatic order transport to shipping with conveyor support behind
• no time lost from rotating or turning
• short distances when charging with the pallet buffer, and
• optimum utilisation of the shop height

• Optimal utilisation of floor space and height
• Automatic transport of the completed orders by means of conveyor
• Permanent availability of goods thanks to AS/RS
• Individually adjusted and fully utilised rack front for order picking

• simultaneously picking individual partial loads and complete units 
•  short distances on the storage side, faster charging and optimum height 

utilisation with pallet buffers, and
• automatic subsequent pallet transport due to dynamic buffers

• regular article availability with fully automatic charging
• easy to guide the order picking containers with upstream conveyor support
• optimum shop utilisation
• constant stock control with data processing system

POTENTIAL DESIGNS
AQS flow shelves can be installed into any shelf type. There’s the right solution for every 
purpose from the standard order picking shelf for partial loads right down to the com-
pletely automatic AKL.

If you still have questions on the wide range of possibili-
ties offered by our live storage systems, just scan the QR 
code and ask for your personal information material.

THE STANDARD ORDER PICKING LIVE STORAGE SYSTEM
FOR PARTIAL LOADS

ORDER PICKING TUNNEL WITH GRAVITY CONVEYORS 
AS PALLET BUFFERS

ORDER PICKING LIVE STORAGE SYSTEM
FOR PARTIAL LOADS WITH UPSTREAM CONVEYOR SUPPORT

AUTOMATIC SMALL-PARTS WAREHOUSE (AKL)  WITH UPSTREAM 
ORDER PICKING FLOW CHANNELS ON BOTH SIDES

ORDER PICKING LIVE STORAGE FRAME 
FOR PARTIAL LOADS WITH A PALLET BUFFER ON THE STORAGE SIDE 
AND UPSTREAM CONVEYOR SUPPORT ON THE UNLOADING SIDE

MULTI-STOREY ORDER PICKING FLOW RACKS, FED BY FORKLIFT OR 
STACKER CRANE, WITH CENTRAL CONVEYOR

INTEGRATING THE PARTIAL LOAD-LIVE STORAGE FRAME AND PAL-
LET GRAVITY CONVEYOR INTO EXISTING SHELVES WITH A DYNAMIC 
PALLET BUFFER (PUSHBACK ROLLER CONVEYORS)

FULLY AUTOMATIC LIVE STORAGE SYSTEM WITH UPSTREAM STAT-
IC AKL CONTAINER LOCATIONS , ORDER PICKING FLOW CHANNELS 
AND CONVEYOR SUPPORT
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• for small to medium loads up to 170 kg/square meters
•  very flexible and low-cost model that is still sturdy with its corner screw-type connection
•  easy-assembly with inserted braces and rollers and dividers installed without tools
• easy and fast (without tools) channel division change 
•  rollers and dividers put into the slit front or rear panels (splashing protection, no shifting)
• continuous side faces, with order picking tray as desired (inclination: 6°)
• special designs as desired

SYSTEM COMPONENTS FOR LIVE STORAGE SYSTEMS

LIVE STORAGE FRAME

• for especially large loads (300 kg /square meter)
• maximum bay width: 3,000 mm
• all components completely bolted
• generally bolted with shelf supports or adapters 
•  fitted with roller tracks and dividers such as combination frames
•  continuous side faces either as desired with order picking tray 

(inclination: 6°)

•  For the support of motor-driven and non-driven roller conveyors 
(along the live storage rack)

• Composed of legs with adjustable feet and support brackets
• Support brackets individually slotted
•  Special models available on request (e.g. for overhead waste 

cardboard conveyors)

• glued to the front and rear panels 
• channels marked by inserting labels 
• standard height: 30/40/60 mm

LIVE STORAGE SYSTEMS 
HEAVY LOAD LIVE STORAGE FRAME 

LIVE STORAGE SYSTEMS 
CONVEYOR SUPPORT CONSOLES

LIVE STORAGE SYSTEMS 
SCANNING RAILS

LIVE STORAGE SYSTEMS 
STEPS

LIVE STORAGE SYSTEMS 
HANDLES

• makes it easier to reach the upper flow levels
• variable height and widths 
• AQS anti-slip stamping or anti-slip layering
• on shelf supports or floor-mounted

•  used in connection with steps (for safe climbing up)
• fastened on the upper live storage frame
• made of steel piping with powder-coated surface 
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• for lateral separating and guiding of the warehouse goods
• maximum component length: 6,000-20,000 mm available 
• adjusting the channel width without tools
• made of galvanised deformation-resistant steel plate profile 
•  Divider also available as pipe-model, Ø 20 mm, length: 2,500 mm
• special design tracks for special cases

SYSTEM COMPONENTS FOR LIVE STORAGE SYSTEMS

DIVIDERS

SYSTEM COMPONENTS FOR LIVE STORAGE SYSTEMS

SUPPORTING FRAMES 
AND ADAPTERS

• for separating channels with short flow depths (400 mm long)
•  including special brace and rear panels, each with 

special perforation

•  for integrating AQS live storage frames in all system stand works
• adapted to each application
• fast assembly
• standard height: 1,800 mm
• key perforation on the side (with 20 mm grid)

• inserted into the key perforation of the AQS handles or adapters
• carrying live storage frame (supporting the side faces)

FASTENING ON SYSTEM STAND WORKS 
WIRE INSERTING AIDS

FASTENING ON SYSTEM STAND WORKS 
SUPPORT ADAPTERS

FASTENING ON SYSTEM STAND WORKS 
FRAME CARRIERS

FASTENING ON SYSTEM STAND WORKS 
SUPPORTING FRAME SYSTEM

FASTENING ON SYSTEM STAND WORKS 
UNIVERSAL ADAPTER 230 MM

•  flexible screwed connection modular system made of stocks, 
diagonals and connectors

• handles made of C profiles, galvanized
•  support heights: 1,800, 2,120 or 2,520 mm 

(other dimensions as required)
•  support frame connected with braces, maximum bay width: 

3,000 mm
• powder-coated crossbeams
•  side key perforation for frame carriers of 20 mm in the grid 
• crossbeams bolted on as required (such as moveable shelves)

•  fits 90% of all frame carriers
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• deformation-resistant, self-stabilising profile made of galvanised steel plate
•  lengths mm precisely according to customer specifications, maximum component 

length available: 6,000 to 20,000 mm 
•  roller separation T= 33 mm: with excellent running qualities due to its geometry 

(32 mm diameter)
• roller separation T= 28 mm: for minimum warehouse goods
• rollers can be used in a variety of areas, building height: generally 36 mm
• material: high-quality plastic (natural white)
• including standard rollers suited to deep-freeze
• ESD design (highly conductive rollers)
•  lodged on steel axles for a longer service life, low-noise running and a high level 

of load-bearing capacity (12 daN)
• easy to replace rollers
• millions used all over the world 

SYSTEM COMPONENTS FOR LIVE STORAGE SYSTEMS

STANDARD ROLLER TRACK

• for integrating AQS roller tracks into other shelf systems
• material: spring steel

• more than 3 rollers inserted
•  for braking warehouse goods before stopping 

(caution: does not start up again)
• material: spring steel or galvanised

•  eliminates continuous stops and makes it possible to interfere 
between the tracks

• used directly with the steel axles in roller tracks
• reduces stopping speed
•  used in flow channels of automatic small-parts warehouses 

(AKL) or for assembly on crossbeams in the pallet shelf
• material: plastic 

ROLLER TRACK ACCESSORIES 
SPRING CLIPS

ROLLER TRACK ACCESSORIES 
BRAKE CLAMP

ROLLER TRACK ACCESSORIES 
ENDSTOP

ROLLER TRACK ACCESSORIES 
BRAKE ROLLERS 

ROLLER TRACK ACCESSORIES 
PUSH BACK STOP

• unique on the market
• easy assembly by replacing the rollers 
•  allows applications such as sorter buffers, super market 

applications or deep live storage systems, especially with 
a large inclination

• for automatic loading with an LAM
• preventing collisions between warehouse goods and LAM
• material: plastic lodged on steel axles 
•  special design made of combined aluminium/steel 

(for the hardest applications and special heights) 
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Special design roller tracks for fastening to already existing crossbeams or beam supports.The right solution for every requirement: roller tracks von AQS.

ROLLER TRACKS

MODELS

HEAVY ROLLER TRACKS 
for rough workshop applications, 33/50 di-
vision mm with 35 kg/rollers carrying force

STANDARD ROLLER TRACK 
with heavy rollers

STANDARD ROLLER TRACK 
division 33 mm, roller colour: white

STANDARD ROLLER TRACK 
division 33 mm, roller colour: black,
also available in ESD 

STANDARD ROLLER TRACK 
division 28 mm

STANDARD ROLLER TRACK
with a wheel flange roller

ALL-SIDE ROLLER 
diameter 40 mm

ROLLER TRACK 
with an axle, diameter 48 mm 

ROLLER TRACK 
can be inserted, diameter 48 mm 

PROFILES

MOUNTING POSSIBILITIES
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For subsequent installation into existing angle loading and unloading profiles For installation in existing wide clamping or shelf crossbeam profiles

PROFILES

MOUNTING POSSIBILITIES



Flow channel for crossbeam assembly. Food safe with stainless steel unloading sheet, Plastic design carrying rollers
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JUST RIGHT FOR EVERY JOB

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

Flow racks for crates. Possible mounting on traverses or 
ground-level. Fully buffered for automatic or manual loading

Dynamic supply rack for increased productivity. To serve the eco-
nomic and ergonomic provision of small parts for assembly

Supply rack on a tugger train (pictured left) in front of  
a stationary buffer flow rack

Heavy load-frame in the AQS supporting frame system
2,100 kg of load-bearing capacity at 3,065 mm of bay width.

Curved conveyor with carrying rollers and concerning
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WHAT’S THE PROBLEM?

Our customer’s query called for installing a ramp for transporting full containers at differing 
sizes and weights into an existing two-story shelving system. It had to have trouble-free 
level changing at an inclination without greater maintenance expenditures or the major 
operating costs of a lift or driven gravity conveyor. 

WHAT’S THE SOLUTION?

AQS works closely with the customer for its specific needs to come up with a conveyor 
channel for using gravity to transport full material containers from level 1 to the floor level. 
AQS brake rollers allow the optimum flow speed that is flawlessly geared to the order 
picking output. This results in reduced service time and effort, low operating expenditures 
and a long service life.

WHAT’S THE PROBLEM?

Generally, empty bottle crates are delivered on Europallets from the retail business without 
being sorted. The result of this chaotic delivery method is major time and effort for sorting, 
losing track of your stock and insufficient storage capacity. How can you keep this sorting 
chaos under control?

WHAT’S THE SOLUTION?

AQS and the customer made a detailed examination of all decisive parameters for delivery 
and sorting such as crate dimensions and cycle times. Based on our subsequent potential 
analysis, we came up with a system and tested it as a sample solution in a test phase at the 
AQS factory. The insights we gained on dynamic pressure, angles of inclination and flow 
speed were included in the technical realisation. This is how AQS put an end to the chaos in 
sorting bottle crates. Sorting was made more systematic with mono-product flow channels 
which means that the completely buffered flows can be loaded and unloaded both by hand 
and automatically.

YOU WANT TO RELIABLY BRIDGE GREAT HEIGHTS BETWEEN SHELF LEVELS? 

DO YOU WANT TO ELIMINATE THE CHAOS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DELIVERY OF EMPTY BOTTLE CRATES?

AQS BRAKE ROLLERS ARE 
THE SOLUTION!

AQS FLOW CHANNELS PUT 
THINGS BACK INTO ORDER!

FEATURES

•  special construction for the conveyor 
channel 

• inclination: 25% 
• minor time and effort for service
• low operating expenditures
• long service life

FEATURES

•  flow channel for sorting bottle crates
• length: 16,000 mm
• completely buffered
•  loaded and unloaded both by hand and 

automatically
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WHAT’S THE PROBLEM?

How can you put production articles from production into temporary storage to assembly? 
How can you take fluctuations in container weight into account without losing track of 
stackability? 

WHAT’S THE SOLUTION?

After making a detailed analysis of the customer’s requirements including information 
exchange, AQS came up with a super market solution tailor-made for the customer’s 
needs and tested for functionality with a sample plant in its own factory. The super market 
principle makes it possible to easily stack the containers to the transported and simulta-
neously unload onto a wagon provided. Even major weight fluctuations of the metallic and 
plastic components are no problem thanks to the high braking force of AQS brake rollers in 
the range of 10-100 kg per stack per meter. This is why the AQS solution enables you to 
control the actual material consumption at the supply point. The result is lower flow times, 
reduced product stocks and lower costs.

WHAT ARE THE REQUIREMENTS?

How can you store canisters of solvents according to the FIFO principle without losing 
dangerous liquids? In addition, how can you also put the canisters into return storage at 
optimum dynamic pressure?

WHAT’S THE SOLUTION?

AQS adapted the flow level to the running surface of the canisters by studying the focal point 
of the load of dangerous cargo canisters and calculated the maximum dynamic pressure to 
allow easy return storage. Beyond this, we adapted the capacity needed for the collecting 
trough to reliably collect any liquids escaping. The result is you can safely store dangerous 
cargo with AQS.

YOU WANT TO IMPROVE IN-HOUSE LOGISTICS BETWEEN PRODUCTION AND ASSEMBLY?

YOU WANT TO SAFELY PUT DANGEROUS CARGO CANISTERS INTO STORAGE AND 
DISBURSE THEM IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FIFO PRINCIPLE?

THAT’S NO PROBLEM WITH AQS 
SUPER MARKET OPERATING ON 
THE KANBAN PRINCIPLE!

AQS FLOW LEVELS WITH A COLLEC-
TING TROUGH GUARANTEE SAFETY

FEATURES

•  super market with AQS brake rollers
•  braking force in the range of 10-100 kg 

per stack per meter
•  for metallic and plastic components with 

major weight fluctuations
•  makes it possible to easily stack the 

containers to be transported
•  lower material consumption and re-

duced product stocks

TECHNICAL COMPONENTS

•  AQS flow level streamlined for 
dangerous cargo-canisters

• FIFO principle storage 
•  easy return storage at optimum 

dynamic pressure
•  collecting trough for liquids escaping
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THE RIGHT SOLUTION FOR EVERY APPLICATION

AQS-BRAKE ROLLERS, CARRYING 
ROLLERS AND THEIR SUBVARIANTS

BRAKE ROLLERS

CARRYING ROLLERS

Ø 20 mm

Ø 60 mm

Ø 30 mm

Ø 50 mm

Ø 80 mm

• especially developed for cartons and containers from 2-35 kg
• goods channel very quietly
•  for speed control in no-drive highly gravity tracks - more cost- 

effective than driven conveyor belts
•  containers run evenly at 0.4 m/minute right down to the stop – 

not a problem even with sensitive goods 
• extremely good restart capacity
•  easy to integrate into T = 33 mm roller tracks because of 

its inserting system – just remove the rollers and insert the 
brake rollers 

BRAKE ROLLERS 
32 MM

DEEP LIVE STORAGE SYSTEMS , ESPECIALLY AT 
HIGH INCLINATION

Automatic charging frequently creates a storage height that is er-
gonomically poor for manual picking. This is why many customers 
want to increase the inclination of the flow channels. The problem 
here is the fact that there is a high level of acceleration of goods. 
But, that’s no problem with AQS. Our brake rollers brake products 
in a custom-made system that is simple and safe.

VARYING WEIGHTS

AQS brake rollers can store various loads in one channel one after 
another because our AQS brake rollers can always brake products 
with differing weights.

AUTOMATICALLY OPERATED LIVE STORAGE SYSTEMS/
SORTER BUFFERS

Always storing and disbursing goods by hand and picking them 
manually? That’s no longer a must because you can use AQS 
brake rollers to create acceleration and delay zones. That makes 
the complete automation of flow channels possible at a high level 
of availability. In other words, the cartons and containers flow 
slowly, evenly and without damage in the direction of the order 
picking operation. You can use the AQS separator to separate the 
units at the end of the channel. This way, they can be disbursed by 
LAM without dynamic pressure and with specially designed load 
receiving equipment.

ROLLING TRACKS

• wall thicknesses from 1.0 to 3.0 mm
• materials: polished steel, galvanised, stainless steel and plastic
•  carrying force: 15 kg to 240 kg
• axles: axle bolts with elastic full-floating axles

BRAKE ROLLERS 
50 MM

BRAKE ROLLERS 
89 MM

Starting right now, we are closing the gap between brake rollers 
for lightweight warehouse goods and the brake rollers for pallets 
with our new brake rollers.

• for containers and lightweight conveyed materials from 5-50 kg
• diameter: 50 mm
•  materials: steel piping, stainless steel either galvanised or 

polished steel
• installation lengths of 74 to 1,250 mm
• can also be used for containers with corrugated bottoms

• brake rollers, Ø 89 mm 
•  materials: steel piping, stainless steel either galvanised or 

polished steel
•  installation lengths of 150 to 1,300 mm 

(special lengths as required)
• elastic suspension for transferring the braking force
•  available in five designs: BRT 100, 200, 500, 800, 1,200  

for loads from 100 to 1,200 kg
• special designs available up to 2,400 kg 

Ø 50/60 mm, 
division 52/78 mm
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Using AQS brake rollers means there is no problem operating 
shipping shelves or target lines, i.e. live storage systems at major 
inclinations and/or depths (such as 20,000 mm) because you can 
reliably keep the container and carton speed under control.

Lower flow times, large buffers, reduced capital lockup and flex-
ibility with changing needs – shelves with the Kanban principle 
streamline the processes in production and assembly. This principle 
is geared only to the actual material consumption at the supply 
point. That reduces product stocks.

Generally, sorter channels are simultaneously long and steep 
and products are handed over at high speeds. AQS has the most 
economic solution. Our cost-effective brake rollers take the en-
ergy from products while going easy on goods if they collide with 
cartons that are have already accumulated.

Automatically filled dispatch racks with delivery vehicles.

SHIPPING SHELVES/TARGET LINES 
WITH AQS BRAKE ROLLERS

SUPER MARKETS

SORTER CHANNELS 
WITH AQS BRAKE ROLLERS

DISPATCH RACKS  

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

EASILY OVERCOME LARGE 
INCLINATIONS WITH AQS

Lock-terminal

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
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Flow channels can be integrated into automatic small-parts ware-
houses (AKL) that goods can be manually picked from. This has 
the advantage reducing distances for a high level of performance in 
replenishment. Channel loading is still automatic with LAM.

•  channels of the single-station AKL generally consist of specially 
canted angular padding and roller tracks mounted on it

•  containers are reliably braked before the stop with stop clamps 
on the order picking side 

•  an option would be using brake rollers 
• continuous stop tracks for fastening pick-by-light displays
•  special live storage frames with a multi-user AKL
•  the customer can also have patented technology for demand-tai-

lored provision of slow movers that makes it possible to return 
containers in the direction of LAM after the order picking 
process 

Construction Type

Flow channels in a single-station AS/RS with technology for demand-tailored provision

Flow frames in a multi-station AS/RS

HIGH PERFORMANCE THROUGH SHORT DISTANCES

FLOW CHANNELS IN AUTOMATIC 
SMALL-PARTS WAREHOUSES

FLOW CHANNELS
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PALLET GRAVITY 
CONVEYOR

Gravity conveyor systems are indispensable in all warehouses 
these days, be they LIFO or FIFO. Low procurement costs, higher 
storage density and constant availability of articles are the com-
pelling arguments for efficient gravity conveyor systems. As live 
storage systems, they have proven their worth in storing pallets 
in accordance with the FIFO principle. This reduces transport 
distances, saves time and makes optimum use of space (width 
and height). 

However, live storage systems are no longer used exclusively 
as storage locations. Instead, they are increasingly used in order 
picking or providing goods – especially the lower shelf levels or 
specially set up floor conveyors.

UNLOADING SEGMENT INTERMEDIATE SEGMENT FEEDING SEGMENT

The benefits of AQS pallet gravity conveyors: 

• specially aligned for lengthwise or crosswise transport
• high availability
•  maximum constant brake performance of the elastically lodged 

brake rollers (regardless of operating state and load)
•  reliable functionality with pallets of differing weights (from 80 to 

1,500 kg) in one and the same channel
•  sturdy deformation-resistant and resistant system engineering 
•  feeding, intermediate and picking segment depending upon your 

specifications with continuous or divided gravity conveyors 
• integrated into all conventional pallet shelves

PALLET GRAVITY CONVEYOR
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•  very sturdy perforated U-gravity conveyor profiles, strip-galvani-
sed, lacquered according to customer specifications - L profiles 
are available 

•  maintenance-free and smooth-running carrying rollers made of 
polished steel or galvanised steel piping according to customer 
specifications (50/60 mm); steel ball bearings to protect against 
dust, water or other things

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

PALLET GRAVITY CONVEYOR

EURO PALLET

Pallet width 800 mm

Roller length 872 mm

Gravity conveyor width 952 mm

INDUSTRIAL PALLET

Pallet width 1,000 mm

Roller length 1,072 mm

Gravity conveyor width 1,152 mm

• load-bearing capacity: 240 kg per roller
•  roller-division T = 75, 100, 125 or 150 mm 
• special design for deep-freeze utilisation

• controlled pallet braking
• elastic 2 mm above the carrying roller level 
•  pressing with loads on the roller level ensures regular contact 

with the pallet at all times
• different pallet weights are available

• length: 1,200 or 2,400 mm
• standard gravity conveyor 
• can be extended indefinably with AQS connectors 
• a brake roller (89 mm x 3 mm) depending upon the pallet station

• this guarantees pallet removal with a hand pallet truck
•  disbursement with a channel of 66 mm (upper edge of the roller) 

due to its special design 

PALLET GRAVITY CONVEYOR 
BRAKE ROLLERS

PALLET GRAVITY CONVEYOR 
INTERMEDIATE SEGMENT

PALLET GRAVITY CONVEYOR 
THREE-PART SHELF RUN-OUT

PALLET GRAVITY CONVEYOR 
FEEDING SEGMENT

PALLET GRAVITY CONVEYOR 
UNLOADING SEGMENT

PALLET GRAVITY CONVEYOR 
SEPARATOR

• length: 2,400 mm
•  2- or 3-division gravity conveyor continuous (depending upon the 

storage vehicle)
•  sturdy introduction funnel for reliably centring the load carrier 

on the gravity conveyor strip-galvanised and powder-coated 
according to specifications (RAL 1021); mounted on the gravity 
conveyor

•  roller protection profile in the application area protects rollers 
when storing pallets

•  length: 2,500 or 2,800 mm (depending upon the separator)
•  continuous 2- or 3-division gravity conveyor (depending upon 

the disbursement vehicle)
• with or without separator
• simple and reliable disbursement
• stable end stop

•  mechanical and robust flaps with a swivelling stop
•  separates pallet to be disbursed from the others in the channel
•  dynamic pre-stopper (brake roller in the area of the separator) 

makes it possible to reach the end stop smoothly even if 
weights differ

• can remove pallets without dynamic pressure or danger
•  the subsequent pallet is released after almost completely dis-

bursing the first pallet
•  middle separator available with large gravity conveyor lengths for 

additionally reducing dynamic pressure
• for order picking with manual foot unlocking
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• FIFO (first in-first out)
• separating storage and disbursement
• shortens internal transport routes
• optimum space utilisation due to dynamic block storage
• optimum monitoring of best by dates, batches and production series 

• LIFO (last in - first out)
• optimum space utilisation
• mono-product storage 

PALLET GRAVITY CONVEYOR PALLET GRAVITY CONVEYOR

BASIC CONSTRUCTION 
DESIGNS

CONTRUCTION TYPES AND 
THEIR POSSIBILITIES

Increased efficiency by optimal space utilisation: AQS pallet gravity conveyors as flow rack 
or push back rack make flow of goods more efficiently

If you want to find out more about the various potential 
applications of our pallet gravity conveyor, just scan the 
QR code and ask for your personal information material.

LIVE STORAGE SYSTEM

PUSHBACK RACK

Order picking pallet gravity conveyor for floor and platform mount-
ing with continuous carrying rollers

Order picking pallet gravity conveyor floor and platform mounting 
with continuous carrying rollers and three part picking

Save time and space. AQS floor mounted conveyors ensure trouble-free replenishment with order picking. Pallets stored directly on the shelf 
is a thing of the past. AQS makes catching up with or shifting pallets with fork-lift trucks or long order picking paths superfluous.

FLOOR-MOUNTED OR PLATFORM GRAVITY CONVEYORS FOR ORDER PICKING
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SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

WHAT’S THE PROBLEM?

The motor-operated drive equipment of the existing conveyor system does not run 
flawlessly which produces high maintenance and repair expenditures. Beyond this, its 
unloading capacity is too low for the customer’s logistics volume which means that load 
availability cannot be guaranteed. We had a close on-site dialogue to outline the customer’s 
requirements with all of the parameters. AQS used the data acquired to make a potential 
analysis and came up with a custom-made solution. 

WHAT’S THE SOLUTION?

The failure-susceptible driven conveyor support was replaced with an AQS gravity conveyor 
based on gravity. This guaranteed faster and more efficient unloading of flat semitrailers 
with built-in conveyor support. The hallmark of the AQS gravity conveyor is a conveying 
performance of 200 pallets per shift. Furthermore, this special construction is suited to 
1,000 x 1,200 mm pallets with a maximum weight of 1,350 kg. This is how AQS was able 
to permanently boost availability in comparison to the existing driven solution – without 
great service expenditures. 

DO YOU WANT TO SAVE TIME UNLOAD FLAT SEMITRAILERS WITHOUT EQUIPMENT SUSCEPTIBLE TO FAILURE? ORDER PICKING GRAVITY CONVEYORS AND WHAT THEY CAN DO 

AQS-GRAVITY CONVEYORS GUAR-
ANTEE FASTER GOODS TRANSFER!

TECHNICAL COMPONENTS

• special design
• channel length: 14,000 mm
• for 1,000 x 1,200 mm pallets
• carrying force: a maximum of 1,350 kg
•  unloading without dynamic pressure 

with mechanical serialisation
•  increased conveying performance with 

reduced service expenditures

•  continuous carrying rollers or 3-part feeding (depending upon 
the storage equipment)

•  backstops on the feeding side of the order picking conveyor

•  additional backstops at the first pallet station (on the unload-
ing side) while avoiding occupational accidents (the so-called 
balancing act)

• separator with locks or foot unlocking
•  access barrier with divided conveyors using nets and  

trapezoidal sheets

• Unloading with hand pallet truck
• electromechanical allotment blocks as an option 

We produce shelf-mounted conveyors for order picking which 
boosts part availability while markedly reducing order picker‘s time 
and effort.

• generally three tracks – otherwise also with continuous rollers
• pallets running lengthwise or crosswise
• potential depth such as 2–15 pallets
• stable entry guide for loading equipment
•  2-3 pallet stations also available without inclination
• stabile guides for operating equipment 
• rolling tracks only inserted
• easy and fast shelf cleaning 
•  separators and brake rollers in the middle track 

(with 3-track conveyors)
• outside tracks with side guidance for large depths
• automatic loading available 

STANDARD DESIGN

ORDER PICKING CONVEYORS

DISPATCH GRAVITY CONVEYORS

AQS BUILDS THINGS DOWN-TO-EARTH:

Automatically operated pallet gravity conveyors drive down the 
time and effort required in loading while guaranteeing a high level 
of reliable part availability. A link to a data processing provides 
constant stock control.

AUTOMATICALLY OPERATED GRAVITY CONVEYORS
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Our 3-track gravity conveyors support pallet runners and prevent 
deformation and operating malfunctions while improving shelf 
access.

• small roller division (T = 52 mm)
• no deformation and excellent running qualities
•  good access to the shelf for cleaning between and under 

the tracks
•  separators equipped with locks or foot unlocking allowing 

non-hazardous empty pallet picking 
(i.e., without dynamic pressure) 

•  backstops in outside tracks behind the first pallet and the 
output side prevents occupational accidents (the so-called 
balancing act)

•  integrating intermediate separators for reducing dynamic 
pressure

•  standard gravity conveyors suited to operation with Europallets 

Pallets are generally transported in the longitudinal direction on 
gravity conveyors. However, crosswise transport is still beneficial 
in the following applications:

•  picking orders directly from the pallet, making it easier to access 
products (800 instead of 1,200 mm pallet depth)

•  when products project in the longitudinal direction, which pre-
vents dynamic pressure on the product 

•  when supplying narrow-pathway warehouses because the pallets 
run crossways here, meaning they no longer have to be turned 
before storage 

AQS HAS A SOLUTION FOR EVERY PROBLEM:CROSSWISE PALLET TRANSPORT Gravity conveyors mounted in pallet racks, with intermediate 
separators due to large flow depth

3-track picking conveyors fed by stacker crane, access barrier in 
the form of roller tracks and trapezoidal sheet metal, separator 
with foot-operated release

Gravity conveyors for dispatch areas

3-track order picking conveyors with lateral guides, good access 
to the floor for the purpose of cleaning (fruit and vegetables)

ORDER PICKING GRAVITY CONVEYORS AND WHAT THEY CAN DO 

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
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PUSHBACK 
TROLLEY SYSTEM

AQS‘s pushback trolley system is an economical and technical al-
ternative to the gravity conveyor, especially for pallets stored cross-
wise in accordance with the LIFO principle. The pushback trolley 
system enables you retrofit conventional pallet shelves without 
any problems, even in deep-freeze. Something that is of particular 
interest is retrofitting existing drive-in shelves since you no longer 
have to move them into the channels with a lot of time and effort. 
Just store a different product on each level easily and safely.

The benefits of the AQS pushback trolley system:

•  it is sturdy, can be retrofitted, is maintenance-friendly and easy to 
replace components 

• easy mounting
•  mixed storage of differing size pallets and wire mesh containers
• side goods projection available on the pallets 
• complete support of the pallet rockers
•  pallets are horizontal which saves time in operation and does not 

damage products 
• level display with colour-coded plates on the trolleys
• excellent running qualities with ball-bearing steel rollers
• slight inclination of the tracks (approximately 2.5 %)
• weights available from 25 kg to 1,400 kg 

ROCKER 
SUPPORT 

LEVEL DISPLAY/ 
STOP PLATES

INTERMEDIATE SUPPORT 
FOR THE FIRST PALLET 
PARKING SPACE

FLOOR CONSOLE OR ANGLE 
FOR FASTENING CROSSBEAMS

WAGON

END STOP

PUSHBACK TROLLEY SYSTEM
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Trolleys with differing widths run on a rail system at an inclination 
of approximately 2.5%. The conical design of each of the trolleys 
makes sure that the storage level stays in the horizontal position. 
If the channel is empty, all of the trolleys are arranged one on top 
of another on the operating side. The upper (i.e., largest) trolley is 
loaded first with a pallet for storage. Then, it is pushed back to the 
coloured stop plates with the second pallet and the pallet is set 

DATA

Depth up to a maximum of 5 paletts (4 Trolleys)

Special model up to 6 paletts

Pallet weight
max. 1,000 kg, greater weights possible 
with special models

Deployment also suitable for deep freeze area

HEIGHT (STANDARD)

1st pallet place   40 mm

2nd pallet place   90 mm

3rd pallet place 120 mm

4th pallet place 150 mm

5th pallet place 180 mm

down on the next free trolley. This process is repeated until the 
channel is filled. Finally, the pallet last inserted is directly on the 
rails of the trolley system which means that it is unloaded in the 
opposite direction. The trolleys run automatically in the direction of 
the operating side due to the rail inclination in the disbursement 
process.

The filling level of the individual pallet rack channels is indicated 
by the coloured contact platesIn the AQS pushback trolley system, the goods are in the horizontal 

position due to the trolley’s conical design in spite of the inclination of 
the rails. For this reason and because of the thrust being applied di-
rectly to the trolley, the goods already in the channel are not damaged 
in the process of storing a pallet. This saves you time in operation.

PUSHBACK TROLLEY SYSTEM 
AQS SOLUTION

PUSHBACK TROLLEY SYSTEM 
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

PUSHBACK TROLLEY SYSTEM 
THE CONVENTIONAL SOLUTION

Normally, the goods are at an angle in the storage system (inclina-
tion of the rails). This is the reason why it is possible to introduce the 
thrust forces through the warehouse goods which damages them.

AQS PUSHBACK TROLLEY SYSTEMS FOR LIFO-STORAGE WITHOUT DAMAGE

HOW IT FUNCTIONS
All three pallet rockers are supported with the AQS pushback 
trolley system so that even damaged pallets can be reliably stored 
regardless of the pallet quality. 

PALLET SUPPORT Empty pallet racks, all the trolleys are stacked above one another 
on the loading side
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TRAYS Increasing rationalisation - including logistics and the goods-to-
man philosophy - mean that the automatic warehouse is becoming 
increasingly important. That also spells out greater requirements 
and needs made of the load carrier. Depending upon the handling 
technique, AQS supplies trays and other storage containers for a 
wide variety of feeding positions.

The benefits of AQS trays:

•  simple trays for traction and telescopic technology right down to 
specialised solutions

•  making it possible to form stackability, shelf divisions and attach-
ment frames

• loading capacity up to 300 kg
• dimensions according to the customers’ needs
• preventing sharp edges
•  stainless steel or steel plate, galvanised or powder-coated in 

RAL colours
• also available in stainless steel

• folded edges
•  individualised pick-ups for such things as round parts to 

prevent them from rolling
• with side pockets for RBG operation 
•  special shaping to reduce noise when running on 

conveyor support

• bonnet and cover including loose or linked to hinge
•  rubber inserts to prevent slipping and scratching the 

warehouse goods

TRAYS 
SPECIAL SOLUTIONS 

TRAYS 
OTHER ACCESSORIES

TRAYS 
ATTACHMENT FRAMES

• the upper edge is free of burs on all sides
• can be inserted
• four parts to reduce transport expenditures 
• stabile lengthwise and transverse dividers
• division according to customer specifications 
• building height according to guidelines

TRAYS
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• Rolled upper edge
• side pockets for RBG operation

• Folded edges on all sides
• special shaping to reduce noise
• Extremely burr-free

• burr-free
• handle on head-side

TRAYS 
OPERATION USING PULL POCKETS ON EACH SIDE

TRAYS 
USE WITH TELESCOPIC HANDLER

TRAYS 
CONVENTIONAL PULL-OUT TECHNOLOGY



AQS FLOW LEVELS WITH  
COLLECTING TROUGH 
AQS flow level streamlined for dangerous 
cargo-canisters, FIFO principle storage. Easy 
return storage at optimum dynamic pressure.

CONVEYOR CHANNEL WITH 
AQS BRAKE ROLLERS 
For using gravity to transport full materi-
al containers on inclinations up to 25 %.

AQS FLOW CHANNELS FOR  
EMPTY BOTTLE CRATES 
Completely buffered flow channel, maximum 
length: 16,000 mm. Loaded and unloaded 
both by hand and automatically.

AQS GRAVITY CONVEYORS FOR  
UNLOADING OF SEMITRAILERS 
Special design with maximum channel length of 14,000 mm 
for 1,000 x 1,200 mm pallets. Unloading without dynamic 
pressure with mechanical serialisation.

AQS SUPER MARKET OPERATING ON 
THE KANBAN PRINCIPLE 
For lower flow times, large buffers, reduced capital 
lockup and flexibility with changing needs.
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AQS LOGISTIC SYSTEMS – ALWAYS THE RIGHT IDEA

AND WHAT 
CAN WE DO 
FOR YOU?

If you need detailed information material for your consultati-
on or passing onto your customers?

The best solution calls for close collaboration. Get in touch with us 
now. We will supply you with precise planning data, product data 
sheets or original visualisations for our wide range of products. 
You’re always well equipped with AQS.

Proximity creates perfection!

AQS is always there when you need us. Get in contact with us per-
sonally at any time. Our co-workers would be glad to help. So get in 
touch with us today:

AQS Logistic Systems GmbH
Siemensstraße 5
D-57290 Neunkirchen
Tel.: +49 (0)2735 65676-0
Fax: +49 (0)2735 65676-20
E-Mail: lagertechnik@aqs-logistic.com
www.aqs-logistic.com

Request a download now:
www.aqs-logistic.com/download

This is where you will find:

• assembly instructions
• product data sheets
• references
• service documents 
• certification
• price lists
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